Turn sluggish applications into sprinters
and unleash a fresh competitive advantage.
If it feels like you’re doing business in slow motion, it’s because
your network is weighed down by new types of application traffic.
And it matters…because if applications don’t perform at their best,
the business won’t either.

THE SOLUTION
vADC: virtual Application Delivery Controller
A software version of a network device that manages the performance
of corporate applications and customer-facing digital services.
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Increase in the value of
customer orders thanks to
faster application delivery

Increase in total purchases
reported by the same store

Faster delivery
Your network’s ability to deliver applications
is crucial. A great online experience drives
new revenue and increases customer loyalty.

IT professionals think applications
are delivered fast enough to keep
up with the business.

Less than

1 in 5

Even fractions of seconds spent
waiting for applications can reduce
productivity—and impact customers.

Innovation at speed
Fast, reliable collaboration applications allow ideas
to get to market faster, shortening time-to-value.
Fast-flowing applications: Fast food outlets use real-time data
from CCTV cameras to speed up drive-through lanes. At peak
times, displays promote products that are fastest to serve.

Rapid insight
Big Data needs big applications. Faster, automated networks enable
analytics and information systems to deliver insight sooner to the
people who need it.

Management with momentum
Many organizations use applications to manage complex partner
ecosystems and the associated workflows. Optimized networks
allow critical paths to run efficiently, accelerating time-to-value.

Competitive advantage
Traditional manufacturers use digital platforms to provide new services
to their customers, adding value and insight while building loyalty.

Accelerated agility
Collaboration tools and cloud-based applications
help organizations respond faster to market
dynamics, so they can quickly seize opportunities
and navigate dynamic markets.

UP TO

4x

The performance
increase for
applications running
on Brocade vADCs.

Increasing velocity
Your IT infrastructure is going virtual—applications, the data center,
and now the network. It costs less but does more, and your business
can evolve faster because it’s not locked into one hardware supplier.

Rising productivity
Application delivery is just one aspect of an intelligent IT infrastructure,
helping to unlock the agile, productive capabilities of the New IP.

REACH TOP SPEED
The New IP is transforming the way we work. Designed to be
open with a purpose, the New IP promises the flexibility and
agility of an ecosystem-driven, software-centric future. You can
have your network on your own terms, on your own timeframe.

brocade.com/vADC
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